
The Certified Occupational Safety Specialist program 
is an intense, curriculum-based certificate for safety 
practitioners. COSS® students learn the essentials needed to 
create and maintain a culture of safety in the workplace. 
This professionally designed program is for safety 
practitioners–the people best suited to bring about the 
changes necessary for a safe environment. That 
combination, along with the OSHA Outreach 10-Hour cards 
of completion in General Industry and Construction, make 
the COSS® program truly unique and value-added.

The versatility of the COSS® program is wide-
ranging. All types of people have found that becoming a 
Certified Occupational Safety Specialist has accelerated 
their company and their career. From the seasoned safety
professional needing certification maintenance, to the first-
line supervisor who was just promoted into the safety
department, COSS® has something for everyone. Managers, 
craftsman, students, human resource professionals, and
administrators alike find the COSS® program challenging 
and rewarding.

COSS® is one of eighteen programs certified by the 
American Petroleum Institute, the world’s largest trade 
association for the petroleum industry. The standards by 
which API certifies a training program are of the most 
stringent in the industry. The strength of this accreditation is 
one of the reasons COSS® is the only program of its kind 
taught at the university level.

COSS® combines dynamic lectures from authorized 
OSHA Outreach instructors, hands-on workshops, guest 
speakers from various industries and regulatory agencies, 
student presentations, daily readings and quizzes, practical 
reviews, a comprehensive exam, and compliance moment 
exercises.

The COSS® curriculum is designed to provide the 
essentials that every safety practitioner needs, and the tools 
to achieve the desired safety results upon returning to work 
on Monday morning.
“Since I became a COSS...our company has lowered its 
injury rate by 67%.”    

-  Les Lejeune, COSS, Entergy

Contact DVSC Administrator, Jeri Radio at 856-558-8797 or,
Visit the DVSC Website at www.dvsconline.org to Register


